
DECKING, 
PORCH FLOOR  

& RAILING

BUILD SOMETHING BETTER



REALIZE YOUR VISION

WOLF HOME PRODUCTS
Value that endures. 

It’s the promise of every building solution we engineer. And the cornerstone 

of our family-owned business since it was founded in 1843. We’re committed 

to bringing you premium-quality American made products without the 

premium prices. All manufactured with uncommon integrity. 

Ready to build something better?  

You couldn’t have chosen a better place to start. 

Welcome to WOLF.

FRONT COVER: WOLF TROPICAL HARDWOODS COLLECTION – ROSEWOOD

WOLF TROPICAL HARDWOODS COLLECTION – WEATHERED IPE
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DURABLE MATERIALS FOR EVERY CLIMATE, BUDGET 
AND DESIGN.

PVC DECKING

Seaside & Tropical Hardwoods 
Collections

Made from polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and acrylonitrile-styrene-acrylate (ASA) 
premium capstock resin with WOLF’s ColorWatch™ technology  that blocks the 
sun’s harmful UV rays for superior protection against fading and weathering. 
Contains no organic fillers, making it mold, mildew and insect resistant. PVC 
decking will not split or rot, does not need to be stained or treated and is 
extremely easy to maintain.

PRIMARY ADVANTAGES: Strong, lightweight and extremely durable

CAPPED COMPOSITE 
DECKING

Island & Captiva Collections

Made from a combination of wood fiber and plastic to create a board that will 
not warp, crack or swell like wood. Capped composite decks do not need to be 
stained or treated, resist insects, and are highly resistant to the sun’s damaging 
ultra violet rays.

Capped with high quality capstock, the WOLF Pacific Collection does not 
need to be stained or treated, resists insects, and is highly resistant to the sun’s 
damaging ultra violet rays – making these decking boards a low-maintenance, 
durable option for price-conscious projects.

WOLF Island Collection is capped with a tough capstock to protect the board 
and provide a durable, long-lasting finish, warrantied against staining and 
fading for 25 years.

PRIMARY ADVANTAGES: Durable good looks, lower price and greater 
dimensional stability

COMPOSITE DECKING

Intrepid Collection

The WOLF Intrepid Collection is a high quality composite decking made with 
patented Strandex® technology. 

Strandex composite technology stands up to harsh weather and heavy traffic to 
deliver lasting beauty and durability. And while WOLF Intrepid decking offers 
the look of wood decking that most homeowners prefer, it spares you from the 
tedious upkeep that you'd much rather avoid.

Reversible-surface boards have a woodgrain pattern on one side and brushed 
finish on the other. All WOLF Intrepid decking is splinter-free, barefoot-friendly 
and slip-resistant.

PRIMARY ADVANTAGES: Strong, won't split, crack or warp

PVC PORCH FLOOR

Estate, Tropical Hardwoods & 
Americana Collections

WOLF Tropical Hardwoods and Estate Collections are made from PVC with 
premium ASA capstock resin with WOLF’s ColorWatch™ technology that 
provides superior weatherability under prolonged exposure to sun and weather.

WOLF Americana Collection has solid color throughout and is paintable and 
reversible, with a woodgrain finish on one side and a matte finish on the other. 

PRIMARY ADVANTAGES: Greater durability than wood or composites at a very 
attractive price

PVC RAILING

Value, Classic & Deluxe Series

Made from 100% polyvinyl chloride (PVC) with aluminum reinforcement, making 
it exceptionally strong and durable. It never needs paint, stain, or sealant. Our 
PVC railing contains TiO2 UV inhibitors for consistent color for many years. 

Conveniently packaged in complete kits or components for almost limitless 
design versatility. Simple to install.

PRIMARY ADVANTAGES: Greater durability than wood, less expensive than 
composites, and design versatility
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TROPICAL HARDWOODS 
COLLECTION

PVC Decking 

 
ColorWatch™ premium ASA capstock  
provides superior color retention under  
prolonged exposure to sun and weather. 

■■ Rich, natural wood grain colors
■■ Both sides have the same woodgrain for less waste.
■■ Compatible with traditional and hidden fastening 

systems, including color-matched hidden plug 
fasteners.

■■ 1” x 5 1/2” deck boards available in 12’, 16’ and 
20’ lengths

■■ Rimboard available in 7/16” x 11 3/4” x 12’
■■ ICC code compliant – CCRR-0141
■■ Limited Lifetime Warranty

Impervious to moisture

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable

25
Y E A R

stain and fade 
warranty

Visit WOLFHomeProducts.com to find
a WOLF PRO contractor near you.
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BLACK WALNUT AMBERWOOD WEATHERED IPE ROSEWOOD DRIFTWOOD GREY

AMBERWOOD

NEW
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SEASIDE COLLECTION PVC Decking 

 
ColorWatch™ premium ASA capstock  
provides superior color retention under  
prolonged exposure to sun and weather.

■■ Cool, coastal tones
■■ Compatible with traditional and hidden fastening 

systems, including color-matched hidden plug 
fasteners.

■■ Both sides have the same woodgrain for less waste.
■■ 1” x 5 1/2” deck boards available in 12’, 16’ and  

20’ lengths
■■ Rimboard available in 7/16” x 11 3/4” x 12’
■■ ICC code compliant – CCRR-0141
■■ Limited Lifetime Warranty

Impervious to moisture

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable

25
Y E A R

stain and fade 
warranty

Visit WOLFHomeProducts.com to find
a WOLF PRO contractor near you.
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HARBOR GREY SAND CASTLE

SAND CASTLE
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ISLAND COLLECTION Capped Composite Decking

Patented Strandex® core, made from  
composite strands encapsulated in  
polyethylene, provides superior  
strength and moisture protection.

■■ Exclusive natural wood color and grain pattern
■■ Variegated surfaces
■■ Grooved boards accept hidden fasteners for easy, 

uniform installation
■■ 1” x 5 1/2” deck boards available in 12’, 16’ and  

20’ lengths
■■ Matching Rimboard available in 7/16” x 11 3/4” x 12’
■■ Color-matched screws available
■■ ICC code compliant – ESR-1573
■■ 25-Year Limited Warranty

Grooved boards accept hidden fasteners

Impervious to moisture

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable

25
Y E A R

stain and fade 
warranty

Visit WOLFHomeProducts.com to find
a WOLF PRO contractor near you.
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MAHOGANY COASTAL GREY LIGHT GARAPA IPE

MAHOGANY
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CAPTIVA COLLECTION Capped Composite Decking

Patented Strandex® core, made from  
composite strands encapsulated in  
polyethylene, provides superior  
strength and moisture protection.

■■ Exclusive natural color and grain pattern
■■ Variegated surfaces
■■ Grooved boards accept hidden fasteners for easy, 

uniform installation
■■ .94” x 5.44” deck boards available in 12’, 16’ and  

20’ lengths
■■ Matching Rimboard available in 1/2” x 11-1/4” x 12’
■■ Color-matched screws available
■■ ICC code compliant – ESR-1573
■■ 25-Year Limited Warranty

Grooved boards accept hidden fasteners

Impervious to moisture

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable

25
Y E A R

stain and fade 
warranty

Visit WOLFHomeProducts.com to find
a WOLF PRO contractor near you.
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CEDAR RIDGE POTOMAC GREY ACACIA WILLOW

CEDAR RIDGE
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INTREPID COLLECTION Composite Decking

Patented Strandex® core, made from  
composite strands encapsulated in  
polyethylene, provides superior  
strength and moisture protection.

■■ Reversible-surface: woodgrain pattern on one side 
and brushed finish on the other. 

■■ Grooved boards accept hidden fasteners for easy, 
uniform installation

■■ .94” x 5.44” deck boards available in 12’, 16’ and  
20’ lengths

■■ Matching Rimboard available in 1/2” x 11-1/4” x 12’
■■ Color-matched screws available
■■ ICC code compliant – ESR-1573
■■ 25-Year Limited Warranty

Grooved boards accept hidden fasteners

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable

25
Y E A R

STRUCTURAL
LIMITED 

WARRANTY

Visit WOLFHomeProducts.com to find
a WOLF PRO contractor near you.
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GRAY 
WOODGRAIN / BRUSHED

CEDAR
WOODGRAIN / BRUSHED

REDWOOD
WOODGRAIN / BRUSHED

WALNUT
WOODGRAIN / BRUSHED

WALNUT
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TROPICAL HARDWOODS 
COLLECTION

PVC Porch Floor

ColorWatch™ premium ASA capstock  
provides superior color retention under  
prolonged exposure to sun and weather.

■■ Rich, natural wood grain colors
■■ ICC code compliant – CCRR-0141 
■■ Limited Lifetime Warranty

Impervious to moisture

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable

25
Y E A R

stain and fade 
warranty

Visit WOLFHomeProducts.com to find
a WOLF PRO contractor near you.
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WEATHERED IPE

AMBERWOOD

AMBERWOOD
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ESTATE COLLECTION PVC Porch Floor

ColorWatch™ premium ASA capstock  
provides superior color retention under  
prolonged exposure to sun and weather.

■■ Lightweight
■■ Installs like tongue and groove flooring using 

regular tools
■■ 1” x 3 1/8” planks available in 10’, 12’ and  

16’ lengths
■■ ICC code compliant – CCRR-0141 
■■ Limited Lifetime Warranty

QUARRYSTONE CHEYENNE

PORCH CAPQUARTER ROUND

CHEYENNE

Estate Collection only available mouldings

Won't stain or fade

Impervious to moisture

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable

25
Y E A R

stain and fade 
warranty

Visit WOLFHomeProducts.com to find
a WOLF PRO contractor near you.
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VILLAGER GREY

AMERICANA COLLECTION PVC Porch Floor
■■ 100% cellular PVC with a dense and durable surface
■■ Solid color throughout
■■ Paintable
■■ Installs like tongue and groove flooring using 

regular tools
■■ 3/4” x 3 1/8” planks available in 10’, 12’ and  

16’ lengths
■■ Maximum span 16” o.c.
■■ Limited Lifetime Warranty
■■ Perfect replacement for existing tongue and groove 

porch flooring

Impervious to moisture

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable
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WOLF PVC RAILING Features
■■ Durable aluminum-reinforced vinyl with Ti02 UV 

inhibitors
■■ Low maintenance – never paint, stain or seal again
■■ Concealed fastener brackets
■■ Rail kits include all fasteners and brackets
■■ Balusters available separately for less waste and in 

convenient all-inclusive kits
■■ Available pre-routed for a variety of baluster 

options
■■ Exceptionally strong and durable
■■ 100% recyclable
■■ Lifetime Limited Warranty
■■ ICC Code Compliant – both Residential and 

Commercial – ESR1657

TRADITIONAL WHITE with  FRONTIER SCENIC BALUSTERS

Impervious to moisture

Mold and mildew resistant

Will not rot, split or warp

Strong and durable

Visit WOLFHomeProducts.com to find
a WOLF PRO contractor near you.
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ALMOND

KHAKI

WHITE

TRADITIONAL WHITE with   BLACK CLASSIC ALUMINUM BALUSTERS

WHITE CLASSIC SERIES DESIGNER RAIL WITH DECKBOARD TOP | BLACK CLASSIC 
BALUSTERS | FEDERATION POST CAP
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WHITE CLASSIC SERIES DESIGNER RAIL | DECKORATORS® BLACK CLASSIC BALUSTERS | BLACK GLASS VERSACAP

WITH SO MANY DESIGN OPTIONS, THE POSSIBILITIES ARE VIRTUALLY ENDLESS!
FEATURING  BALUSTERS, CAPS & ACCESSORIES

ALMOND CLASSIC SERIES TRADITIONAL RAIL | BLACK CLASSIC BALUSTERS 
& BASKETS | NEW ENGLAND CLASSIC POST CAP WITH BLACK TOPPERS

WHITE VALUE SERIES TRADITIONAL RAIL | WHITE 
COLONIAL VINYL BALUSTERS | COPPER SOLARBAND 
VERSACAP

WHITE VALUE SERIES TRADITIONAL RAIL | WHITE 
SQUARE VINYL BALUSTERS | NEW ENGLAND 
CLASSIC POST CAP WITH TIFFANY TOPPERS
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WITH SO MANY DESIGN OPTIONS, THE POSSIBILITIES ARE VIRTUALLY ENDLESS!
FEATURING  BALUSTERS, CAPS & ACCESSORIES

WHITE DELUXE SERIES DESIGNER RAIL | BRONZE BAROQUE BALUSTERS | 
CLASSIC NEW ENGLAND POST CAP WITH COPPER TOPPER

WHITE DELUXE SERIES DESIGNER RAIL | BLACK ARC 
BALUSTERS | BLACK GLASS VERSACAP

ALMOND CLASSIC SERIES TRADITIONAL RAIL | WHITE CLASSIC BALUSTERS | FEDERATION POST CAPS
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE

CARE & CLEANING
What is the best way to clean WOLF Decking?
For general cleaning purposes, an all-surface deck cleaner or a 
regular all-purpose cleaner is recommended. Abrasive cleaners 
may dull the surface of boards. It is recommended that you test 
any cleaner on a scrap board before applying directly to deck. 

Can I power wash WOLF Decking?
Yes, WOLF Decking may be power washed with a 
fan tip and a pressure level at or under 1300 PSI. It is 
recommended you first test the power washer application 
on a scrap piece of WOLF Decking. 

Can WOLF Decking be painted or stained?
While staining or painting of WOLF Decking is not 
recommended, you may apply paint or stain to the boards. 
However, WOLF does not guarantee the performance of 
any staining and painting product on the boards. 

Are there any products I should avoid getting on 
my WOLF Decking? 
Some chemicals in sunblock, insect repellent and similar 
products can alter surfaces. Products like DeckMAX®  
Revitalizer should be avoided as they can etch the cap 
of WOLF Decking and void the warranty. Check product 
labels for compatibility with plastics before use, or contact 
the manufacturer if needed. Test all products on a small 
sample to ensure compatibility. 

Can I use a door or grill mat on WOLF Decking? 
WOLF PVC Decking – Never use rubber backed items 
for extended periods of time. These items may cause 
discoloration of the deck or porch surface. We recommend 
the use of a breathable natural fiber mat.

WOLF Capped Composite – Yes, rubber backed door or 
grill mats may be used. 

How can I remove ice & snow from WOLF Decking? 
Products with calcium chloride that clear ice won’t damage 
surfaces, but may leave a white residue that can be cleaned 
with household products. To avoid scratching, use only a 
plastic shovel to remove snow.

How can I remove rust from WOLF Decking? 
Remove rust with toilet bowl cleaner.

PERFORMANCE
Does WOLF Decking get hotter than pressure-
treated wood under the sun? 
WOLF Decking will retain heat similarly as a comparable 
color toned wood deck. Darker colors will retain more heat 
regardless of the product.

Are there any other building materials that raise 
surface temperatures?
All decking surfaces will get hot in the sun. However, 
reflective door and window surfaces, particularly low 
emissivity glass (low-E) amplify sunlight much like a 
magnifying glass and can harm decking and porch 
materials. Possible damage may include warping, sagging, 
surface discoloration, unusual weathering and increased 
expansion or contraction. You can mitigate the effects of 
low-E glass by utilizing window screens, awnings, and/or 
landscaping. 

Can WOLF Decking grow mold or mildew? 
WOLF Decking is highly mold and mildew resistant and 
will not sustain the growth of either. However, the growth 
of mold is possible only on the surface of WOLF Decking 
boards. With the proper conditions of moisture, airborne 
particles and temperature, any outdoor surface is capable 
of growing mold and mildew. Surface mold and mildew 
may be removed using deck cleaner or a one part to four 
parts mixture of bleach and water. Scrub affected area 
using a nylon bristle brush and rinse with water.

Can WOLF Decking be used near water? 
Yes, many WOLF Decking projects have been completed 
near water. WOLF Decking boards resist moisture. When 
used within one mile of salt water we recommend using  
316 stainless fasteners.

Can WOLF Decking be used as a porch floor? 
Yes, WOLF Decking is suitable for use as a porch floor. For 
additional porch options, view our line of WOLF Porch Floor. 

WOLF Decking captures the look of rich, natural 
wood by offering deck boards that vary in color and 
grain pattern. The result is a deck with the beauty 
of natural elements and the strength of a manmade 
composite. Color and pattern variations will not affect 
the performance of WOLF Decking; they only serve to 
enhance the look of your deck.
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INSTALLATION
What kind of fastener should I use with WOLF Decking?
When installing WOLF PVC Decking, we recommend the 
use of 2-1/4” minimum #10 diameter stainless steel screws. 
Cortex®, CAMO™ Stainless Steel, HIDfast™ and Tiger 
Claw® Pro Clip hidden fastening systems also work well  
with WOLF PVC Decking. 

For CAMO, HIDfast and other side mount installations, use 
Cortex face screws or other positive fastening system within 
½” of the end of each board. 

For coastal applications near salt water, a 316 stainless steel 
screw or better is recommended. 

When installing WOLF Capped Composite Decking, 
we recommend the use of 2-1/2" corrosion-resistant, 
composite wood deck screws. Equator Clips are 
recommended for invisible fastening by hand and for 
invisible fastening with a pneumatic tool TigerClaw or 
Mantis is recommended. 

Please consult with WOLF Customer Care before installing 
WOLF Decking with a fastener system that has not been 
recommended by WOLF. 

Can I build my WOLF Decking directly over an 
existing surface?
We do not recommend that you install WOLF PVC Decking 
or WOLF Capped Composite Decking directly over an 
existing surface. Adequate space is required for ventilation. 

When installing either WOLF PVC Decking or WOLF 
Capped Composite Decking, leave 2” beneath the bottom 
of joists and grade for joist ventilation.

Can I use WOLF Decking on a rooftop application?
Yes, you may install WOLF Decking on a rooftop. You 
should note that both WOLF PVC Decking and WOLF 
Capped Composite Decking require a minimum gap of 
1/8” between boards for drainage and must be attached 
to a secure understructure. Proper ventilation of the floor 
joists is still required.

Please note that you may not attach WOLF Decking to a 
floating structure.

Can I cantilever WOLF Decking boards on my deck?
Yes, you may cantilever WOLF PVC & Capped Composite 
Decking. The maximum cantilever is 1”. 

Can I use glue or caulk with WOLF Decking?
Yes, you may use PVC adhesive with WOLF PVC Decking 
and caulk for the installation of both WOLF PVC and 
Capped Composite Decking. Note that caution must be 
used that no glue or caulk adheres to the decking surface. 
For caulk application, use a flexible-type caulk, rather than 
an adhesive-type. 

Can I use a router on the WOLF Decking?
Yes, you may use a router for the installation of WOLF 
Decking. The boards will rout in a manner similar to wood. 
Keep in mind when routing you will expose the decking 
core which may be a different color.

Is there a minimum height from the ground that 
WOLF Decking must be installed?
When installing either WOLF PVC or Capped Composite 
Decking, leave 2” beneath the bottom of joists and grade 
to ensure adequate ventilation. 

Is WOLF Decking suitable for use in commercial 
settings? 
Yes, WOLF Decking is suitable for commercial application, 
with some caveats. Commercial use of WOLF PVC Decking 
reduces the term of the Limited Lifetime Warranty to 20 
years. The commercial use of WOLF Capped Composite 
Decking requires that a warranty be obtained in writing prior 
to use. 

How heavy is WOLF Decking? 
WOLF PVC Decking, which includes the Seaside, Tropical 
Hardwood and Prairie Collections, weighs 1.7 lbs per square 
foot. For comparison pressure treated decking weighs 
approximately 1.58 lbs per square foot.

WOLF Capped Composite Decking, which includes the Island 
Collection, weighs 2.6 lbs per square foot with our grooved 
boards and 2.86 lbs per square foot with our solid boards. 

Is WOLF Decking code-compliant? 
Yes, both WOLF PVC Decking and WOLF Capped 
Composite Decking are code-compliant products when 
properly installed for approved use. Please check with your 
local building code department for further requirements 
related to regional codes. 

WOLF PVC Decking — CCRR-0141

WOLF Capped Composite Decking — ESR-1573

Is WOLF Decking structural? 
No, WOLF Decking is not intended to be applied as 
a structural product and should only be installed for 
approved purposes, including a walking surface. 

Can you rip a WOLF Decking board? 
While it is not recommended that you rip to reduce the 
thickness of WOLF Decking boards, you may rip to reduce 
width of the board. Pre-drilling may be required for 
installation, and all other application requirements and 
recommendations apply. Keep in mind, as with routing, you 
will expose the decking core which may be a different color.

Can I use a non-recommended fastener to install 
WOLF Decking? 
Use of non-recommended fasteners could void the 
warranty on WOLF PVC and Capped Composite decking. 
Please contact WOLF Customer Care prior to using any 
non-recommended fastener. Our representatives may be 
reached by phone during regular business hours by calling 
877.315.6669.
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For a complete line of WOLF products, including these items and more, please visit our website.

Fine Kitchen & Bath Cabinetry
Vanity Tops

Bathroom Furniture
PVC Trim & Moulding

Decking, Porch Floor & Railing 

WOLFHomeProducts.com

All photos are representative of product. Please review an actual product sample with your dealer before 
making your final selection. Information contained within is subject to change without notice. 
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